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Dear Sir or Madam,

I wish to object to the proposed Windy Harbour Bypass. I objected at the last consultation and wish to do so
again.

Whilst I do understand the frustration that the current layout causes, the proposed new route is offering a
reduction of 3-4 minutes, which in real terms is very little when considering my daily commute.

I truly feel that the issue of traffic will simply be shunted to the other end of the road and whilst the first part of
the 5km will run fairly freely, the traffic will come to an abrupt blockage when it meets the junction, just as it
does now.

Please take a moment to look at the new bypass at Broughton, which I use daily also. The true traffic problem
has not been solved in any way, it has simply been moved to a road parallel to the initial problem route, which
is what will happen with this new bypass proposal.

Secondly, this road will be next to my property, which has previously enjoyed a quiet rural aspect. My family
will suffer personally from increased noise levels, pollution and unsightly traffic. What measures are going to
be taken to reduce these changes? Are acoustic barriers being considered for both sides of the road? How will
the visual impact of this road be lessened? There should be adequate compensation for this made to all
properties directly impacted by this.

Thirdly, I am concerned about the water drainage. The area is situated within the flood barrier and my property
sits just on the edge of this. I wish to know that the water table will not be disturbed and my property subject to
possible flooding. I have already noted an increase in the water level in the stream abutting my property since
building work was granted by Wire council and has now  commenced on the fields opposite my property.

Yours faithfully

E Allonby




